
Right now it is critical that voters across Pennsylvania hear about how Mehmet Oz is a phony and a 
scam artist who has repeatedly sold out Pennsylvanians to benefit himself. He promoted reckless 
medical advice and has been sued multiple times for his dangerous and unfounded medical claims, 
including what he called “miracle pill[s]” and “magic weight loss cure[s].” And Oz has up to $1.4 
million dollars invested in big drug companies, including those that allegedly jacked up prices on 
insulin and profited off of patients by pushing opioids in Pennsylvania and making the addiction crisis 
worse. 
 
OZ IS A PHONY AND A SCAM ARTIST  
 
OZ HAS BEEN CRITICIZED FOR PROMOTING JUNK SCIENCE  
 
Washington Post: “As Host Of His Own Show, Oz Dispensed Health And Wellness Advice, Especially 
‘Miracle’ Diet Products — Much Of Which Was Criticized For Being Junk Science.” “Oz is a 
cardiothoracic surgeon and television personality who gained prominence in the 2000s for his regular 
appearances with Oprah Winfrey, who called him “America’s doctor.” On Winfrey’s talk show and later as host 
of his own show, Oz dispensed health and wellness advice, especially ‘miracle’ diet products — much of which 
was criticized for being junk science.” [Washington Post, 11/30/21] 
 
Washington Post: “For Years, The TV Doctor Has Come Under Criticism From The Medical And Legal 
Community For Promoting What Many In The Health Profession Say Are Sham Get-Thin-Quick Diet 
Pills And Products.” “Of all the medical professionals on broadcast television Donald Trump could have 
chosen to discuss his medical history this week, it would have been harder to find one more controversial than 
Mehmet Oz. For years, the TV doctor has come under criticism from the medical and legal community for 
promoting what many in the health profession say are sham get-thin-quick diet pills and products.” 
[Washington Post, 9/15/16] 
 
Philadelphia Inquirer: “[Oz]’s Been Widely Criticized By Doctors, Scientists, And Lawmakers For 
Peddling Pseudoscience” On His Show. “Mehmet Oz, the celebrity heart surgeon who announced he will 
run for Pennsylvania’s open U.S. Senate seat, is among the best-known doctors in the country.  But on his 
popular television program, The Dr. Oz Show, the 61-year-old often offers misleading — or downright untrue — 
medical advice. Though he has used his platform to promote well-accepted health advice — for instance, 
hosting a renowned scientist to debunk the myth that the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines alter our DNA — he’s 
been widely criticized by doctors, scientists, and lawmakers for peddling pseudoscience.” [Philadelphia 
Inquirer, 12/2/21] 
 
Philadelphia Inquirer: Mehmet Oz “Often Offer[ed] Misleading – Or Downright Untrue – Medical Advice” 
On His TV Show. “Mehmet Oz, the celebrity heart surgeon who announced he will run for Pennsylvania’s 
open U.S. Senate seat, is among the best-known doctors in the country.  But on his popular television 
program, The Dr. Oz Show, the 61-year-old often offers misleading — or downright untrue — medical 
advice. Though he has used his platform to promote well-accepted health advice — for instance, hosting a 
renowned scientist to debunk the myth that the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines alter our DNA — he’s been widely 
criticized by doctors, scientists, and lawmakers for peddling pseudoscience.” [Philadelphia Inquirer, 12/2/21] 
 
• Philadelphia Inquirer: “In 2014, [Oz] Was Hauled Into A U.S. Senate Committee Hearing To Address 

His Claims That Green Coffee Extract Was A ‘Miracle’ Weight-Loss Supplement.” “Oz has featured 
several products on his show designed to ‘melt belly fat’ with little evidence that they work. In 2014, he was 
hauled into a U.S. Senate committee hearing to address his claims that green coffee extract was a ‘miracle’ 
weight-loss supplement. Oz told senators he promoted such products because he felt his job was ‘to be a 
cheerleader for the audience.’ ‘When they don't think they have hope, when they don't think they can make 
it happen, I look everywhere, including in alternative healing traditions, for any evidence that might be 
supportive to them,’ he said.” [Philadelphia Inquirer, 12/2/21] 

 
• Washington Post: Congress “Stepped In” And Invited Mehmet Oz To Testify On The Dangers Of 

Over-The-Counter Diet Pills, Where Senators “Berated” Him For “The Things He Says And The 
Products He Exuberantly Promotes On His Shows.” For years, the TV doctor has come under criticism 
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from the medical and legal community for promoting what many in the health profession say are sham get-
thin-quick diet pills and products. Here's Oz demonstrating in a 2014 episode of "The Dr. Oz Show" what 
his ‘Rapid Belly Melt’ plan will do to your belly fat…A few years ago, Congress stepped in. A Senate panel 
on health and science invited him to testify on the danger of over-the-counter diet pills and other products. 
He agreed. He then spent an uncomfortable, sometimes tension-filled morning getting berated by U.S. 
senators for the things he says and the products he exuberantly promotes on his shows.” [Washington 
Post, 9/15/16] 

 
OZ PROMOTED RECKLESS MEDICAL ADVICE 
 
Philadelphia Inquirer: Oz Often Offered “Misleading--Or Downright Untrue--Medical Advice” Causing 
Him To Be Widely Criticized By Doctors, Scientists, And Lawmakers For Peddling 
Pseudoscience. “Mehmet Oz, the celebrity heart surgeon who announced he will run for Pennsylvania’s open 
U.S. Senate seat, is among the best-known doctors in the country.  But on his popular television program, The 
Dr. Oz Show, the 61-year-old often offers misleading — or downright untrue — medical advice. Though he has 
used his platform to promote well-accepted health advice — for instance, hosting a renowned scientist to 
debunk the myth that the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines alter our DNA — he’s been widely criticized by doctors, 
scientists, and lawmakers for peddling pseudoscience.” [Philadelphia Inquirer, 12/2/21] 
 
On The Dr. Oz Show And The Oprah Winfrey Show, Oz Dispensed Health And Wellness Advice, 
Especially “Miracle” Diet Products, Which Were Mostly Criticized For Being Junk Science. “Oz is a 
cardiothoracic surgeon and television personality who gained prominence in the 2000s for his regular 
appearances with Oprah Winfrey, who called him “America’s doctor.” On Winfrey’s talk show and later as host 
of his own show, Oz dispensed health and wellness advice, especially “miracle” diet products — much of which 
was criticized for being junk science.” [Washington Post, 11/30/21] 
 
Many Of Oz’s Concerns In A Segment On Epidural Steroid Injections Were “Over Overdramatized To 
The Point Of Being Deliberately Misleading,” With “Alarming Statistics That Were Clearly Meant To 
Frighten Viewers.”  “Recently, the national television personality Dr. Mehmet Oz aired a segment on a 
common chronic pain treatment procedure called epidural steroid injections. While I have a great deal of 
respect for the depth and thoughtfulness of Oz's work, this segment provided a disservice to viewers by 
drastically misrepresenting what most board-certified physicians and leading researchers consider a safe, 
effective and important treatment for patients with chronic back pain. While some of  Oz's concerns were valid, 
many were overdramatized to the point of being deliberately misleading. His investigative reporter used a 
series of soundbites and alarming statistics that were clearly meant to frighten viewers. Certainly every 
procedure has risks, but to lead the show with such an inflammatory, overhyped report greatly overshadowed 
any ‘pros and cons’ discussion that could follow.” [Green Bay Press-Gazette, 5/27/13] 
 
Oz Was “Under Fire From The FDA” And “Accused Of Fear-Mongering” About Arsenic In Apple Juice.  
“TV's Dr. Oz accused of fear-mongering about arsenic in apple juice; FDA disputes his findings Arsenic in 
apple juice! Fed to babies! And it probably came from China! Television's Dr. Mehmet Oz is under fire from the 
FDA and others for sounding what they say is a false alarm about the dangers of apple juice. Oz, one of TV's 
most popular medical experts, said on his Fox show Wednesday that testing by a New Jersey lab had found 
what he suggested were troubling levels of arsenic in many brands of juice. The Food and Drug Administration 
said its own tests show no such thing, even on one of the same juice batches Oz cited. ‘There is no evidence 
of any public health risk from drinking these juices. And FDA has been testing them for years,’ the agency said 
in a statement. The flap escalated Thursday, when Oz's former medical school classmate Dr. Richard Besser 
lambasted him on ABC's ‘Good Morning America’ show for what Besser called an ‘extremely irresponsible’ 
report that was akin to ‘yelling `Fire!' in a movie theater.’” [Associated Press, News in Brief, 9/15/11] 
 
MSNBC.com: Oz Was “Accused Of Quackery By His Outspoken Peers,” Who Believed Oz Had “Gone 
Too Far” By Encouraging To Viewers To Try Alternative Treatments Such As “Energy Medicine.” 
“Experts claim Dr. Oz 'does more harm than good' Talk show host and former Oprah Winfrey sofa-sitter Dr. 
Mehmet Oz stands accused of quackery by his outspoken peers. The cardiothoracic surgeon kicked off the 
new year by encouraging viewers to ‘cure what ails’ them by giving alternative treatments such as ‘energy 
medicine’ a try, but some doctors believe Oz has gone too far.” [MSNBC.com, 2/9/10] 
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Vice President Of National Council Against Health Fraud Dr. Stephen Barrett Said Oz Was “Loaded 
With Near-Delusional Ideas And Gives Some Very Bad Advice.” “‘One part of Dr. Oz is highly rational and 
scientific, but I think he's also loaded with near-delusional ideas and gives some very bad advice,’ Dr. Stephen 
Barrett, the vice president of the National Council Against Health Fraud, told the National Enquirer. ‘The bottom 
line for me is that he does more harm than good for American health.’  It's an opinion echoed by several other 
experts who spoke to the Enquirer, particularly in regard to Dr. Oz's promotion of Reiki, the hand-delivered 
energy technique his wife, Lisa, practices.” [MSNBC.com, 2/9/10] 
 
OZ ABUSED HIS POWER AS A MEDICAL DOCTOR TO MAKE MILLIONS 
 
OZ SHOW PROMOTED HIM AS “AMERICA’S DOCTOR” AND “THE NATION’S PREEMINENT AND 
TRUSTED EXPERT ON HEALTH AND WELLNESS” 
 
2008 Show Announcement Said Oz Was ‘America’s Doctor’ And “The Nation’s Preeminent And Trusted 
Expert On Health And Wellness.”   “Dr. Mehmet C. Oz, MD, better known to millions as Dr. Oz, the 
renowned and popular surgeon, educator, and best-selling author who appears regularly on The Oprah 
Winfrey Show, will debut in first-run syndication next year with a series co-produced by Harpo Productions and 
Sony Pictures Television (SPT)… Dr. Oz has earned a reputation as ‘America's Doctor’ through regular 
appearances over the past three years as the health expert for The Oprah Winfrey Show and is the nation's 
preeminent and trusted expert on health and wellness.” [Oprah.com, 6/13/08] 
 

• In Show Announcement Oz Said “Medicine Has Always Been By Calling. This Show Allows Me 
TO Share The Same Passion I Bring To My Patients With Millions Of Viewers Every Day.” 
“Medicine has always been my calling. This show allows me to share the same passion I bring to my 
patients with millions of viewers every day. We will empower the audience to live more fully as they 
take control of their health...and their bodies. I am deeply appreciative to Oprah and to our great partner 
Sony for this opportunity,’ said Dr. Oz.” [Oprah.com, 6/13/08] 

 
Washington Post: “Oz Is A National Brand…Promotor Of Alternative Health Remedies And 
Controversial Get-Fit-Fast Supplements…Endorsed By Oprah Winfrey As ‘America’s Doctor.’” “At age 
61, Oz is a national brand who has enjoyed three distinct acts: eminent cardiothoracic surgeon and inventor of 
lifesaving devices; best-selling author, television celebrity, promoter of alternative health remedies and 
controversial get-fit-fast supplements; and now neophyte political candidate. Oz is the only individual to be 
endorsed by Oprah Winfrey as ‘America’s doctor’ for television audiences and Trump for a U.S. Senate seat in 
Pennsylvania.” [Washington Post, 5/13/22] 
 
OZ MADE MILLIONS ON HIS SHOW 
 
Hollywood Reporter: “Oz’s Compensation From The Talk Show Was In The Ballpark Of $10 Million” In 
2021 Alone. “The filing shows that Oz Media paid Oz more than $7 million in 2021, likely reflecting profits 
derived from the daytime talk show. So, all told, Oz’s compensation from the talk show was in the ballpark of 
$10 million.” [Hollywood Reporter, 4/07/22] 
 
OZ HAS BEEN SUED MULTIPLE TIMES FOR HIS DANGEROUS AND UNFOUNDED MEDICAL CLAIMS 
 
OZ HAS BEEN SUED IN COURT MULTIPLE TIMES FOR HIS MEDICAL ADVICE AND FOR MAKING 
DANGEROUS AND UNFOUNDED CLAIMS 
 
Frank Dietl Sued Oz After He Followed Oz’s Home Remedy For Insomnia Which Left Him With Third 
Degree Burns. According to Daily News, “A New Jersey man is suing TV medic Dr Oz after he followed his 
insomnia tip to warm his feet and allegedly ended up with third degree burns.  Frank Dietl, 76, claims he was 
merely following Dr Mehmet Oz’s advice to cure sleeplessness when he injured himself, according to the  New 
York Daily News. The cure advocates filling socks with uncooked rice, heating them in the microwave and then 
placing your feet inside.  The theory is warm feet take the heat away from the rest of the body - a cooler body 
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is necessary for better sleep.  Mr Dietl, whose brother is TV personality and former NYPD officer Bo Dietl, 
suffers from neuropathy and as a result can’t feel properly in his feet.  As a result the Southampton man says 
he wasn’t aware of how hot the rice was and didn’t realize how bad his injuries were until he awoke in the 
middle of the night and tried to get up.  He says he was left with third-degree burns and was bed-bound for 
three weeks.” [Daily News, 3/19/13] 
 
A Class Action Lawsuit Claims Was Filed Against Oz For His Promotion Of Garcinia Cambogia As A 
Weight Loss Supplement. “Dr Mehmet Oz is under fire once again for promoting a weight loss supplement on 
his television show that ‘all credible scientific evidence’ proves doesn’t work, a new class action lawsuit claims.  
The supplement in question contains Garcinia Cambogia, a tropical fruit that has been claimed to aid weight 
loss by burning fat quicker and curbing appetite. Dr Oz first promoted supplements containing Garcinia 
Cambogia in a 2013 show in which it was called a ‘revolutionary fat buster’ and the ‘most exciting breakthrough 
in natural weight loss today’. Garcinia Cambogia was touted as a pill that could help you shed pounds with ‘no 
exercise, no diet and no effort’, and Oz brought on a woman who said it helped her lose 10lb in four months. 
Oz did not advertise a specific supplement brand on the episode, but the suit claims that his promotion caused 
sales of Garcinia Cambogia to skyrocket, according to TMZ.” [Daily Mail, 2/3/16] 
 

• The Lawsuit Sought To Reimburse Funds For Consumers Who Purchased The Supplement As 
A Result Of Oz’s Endorsement. “The lawsuit has specifically singled out supplement seller Labrada, 
as well as Dr. Oz and Harpo Productions, and is seeking refunds for consumers as well as damages.  
Labrada advertises Garcinia Cambogia as a ‘fat loss aid’, explaining that the Hydroxycitric Acid isolated 
from the fruit helps control cravings and prevents body fat from being made.  Although the site does not 
specifically advertise Dr Oz’s endorsement, a number of the reviews mention that they decided to try 
the product after it was mentioned on his show.  A representative for The Dr Oz Show has since said 
the lawsuit is an attack on free speech.  ‘As we have always explained to our viewers, The Dr Oz Show 
does not sell these products nor does he have any financial ties to these companies,’ they told TMZ.” 
[Daily Mail, 2/3/16] 

 
Viewers Of The Dr. Oz Show Filed A Suit Against Oz For Misrepresenting Or Withholding The Truth 
About Products He Advertised On His Show. According to Law360 Legal News, “Veda Woodard, Teresa 
Rizzo-Marino and Diane Morrison, who purchased the products, alleged in a June 2016 amended complaint 
that they bought the supplements after Dr. Oz touted their benefits on his show. In actuality, the Labrada 
Garcinia Cambogia Dual Action Fat Buster and the Labrada Green Coffee Bean Extract Fat Loss Optimizer 
products were worthless pills with little scientific proof of aiding weight loss, they alleged.  The suit further 
alleged that although Dr. Oz regularly reminds audiences that he’s not attempting to sell any products, he 
didn’t disclose that at least one ‘doctor’ special guest who advertised the benefits of green coffee bean extract 
was actually selling the product himself.  Woodard accused the celebrity doctor of fraudulently misrepresenting 
and withholding the true nature of the effects of these ingredients, arguing that he should be held responsible 
because he knew full well that his endorsement of products would be relied on by the public, according to the 
complaint.  Under the terms of the deal struck in June, consumers would have received $30 for each product 
they bought, though class members who don’t have receipts would have been limited to $90 total.  The 
consumers are represented by Ronald A. Marron and Michael T. Houchin of the Law Offices of Ronald A. 
Marron, and Timothy D. Cohelan, Isam C. Khoury, Michael D. Singer and J. Jason Hill of Cohelan Khoury & 
Singer.  Dr. Oz and his producers are represented by Charles L. Babcock of Jackson Walker LLP.  
Entertainment Media Ventures is represented by Michael A. Gold of Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP.  The 
case is Veda Woodard et al. v. Lee Labrada et al., case number 5:16-cv-00189, in the U.S. District Court for 
the Central District of California.” [Law360 Legal News, 1/14/21] 
 

• The Lawsuit Alleged That While Oz “Has Consistently Stated That He Does Not Promote Any 
Specific Brands Of Supplement Products,” Oz “Misled The Public About His Sponsorships And 
Affiliations With Those In The Supplement Industry.” According to the Central District Court of 
California, “A careful review of The Doctor Oz Show reveals, however, that Dr. Oz has mislead the 
public about his sponsorships and affiliations with those in the supplement industry. Dr. Oz was paid by 
Defendants Labrada, Interhealth, and/or Naturex in exchange for promoting Green Coffee Bean 
Extract, Garcinia Cambogia, and Raspberry Ketones on The Dr. Oz Show.” [Complaint, “Veda 
Woodard v. Lee Labrada et al,” California Central District Court, Case No. 2:2016cv00717, Filed 2/2/16] 



 
The North American Olive Oil Association (NAOOA) Filed A Lawsuit Against Oz For Making A Series Of 
False Statements About The Quality Of Olive Oil; During The Segment He Promoted The Sale Of 
California Olive Oils And Discouraged The Purchase Of Oils Sold Elsewhere In The United States. 
According to Daily Mail, “Dr Oz has been accused to lying to his audience and making a series of false 
statements about the quality of olive oil on his talk show to promote the sale of California olive oils and prevent 
the sale of the product from elsewhere in the United States and across the world. The North American Olive Oil 
Association (NAOOA) claims that in an episode from May, Dr Oz and guest ‘certified oleologist’ Maia 
Hirschbein ‘made a series of disparaging statements that caused harm’ to the organization, according to court 
documents obtained by DailyMail.com. NAOOA says in the lawsuit - in which it demands Dr Oz pay damages 
for spreading false statements about olive oil - that much of what the talk show host and his guest said was 
‘not based on reasonable or reliable scientific inquiry, facts, or data’. The association works to promote olive oil 
consumption in the United States, conducts testing on retail and foodservice olive oils, and offers a certified 
quality seal program for oils that meet global trade standards for quality and purity. In the episode mentioned in 
the suit, which aired May 12, 2016, Dr Oz and Hirschbein discussed olive oils and the dangers of buying fake 
extra virgin olive oil.” [Daily Mail, 11/30/16] 
 
OZ USED HIS SHOW TO PROMOTE WHAT HE CALLED “MIRACLE[S] IN A BOTTLE,” “MIRACLE 
PILL[S]” AND “MAGIC WEIGHT LOSS CURE[S]”  
 
Oz: “I’ve Got The Number One Miracle In A Bottle To Burn Your Fat.” “We've been talking about the five 
biggest fat busters for five body types in just five days. And now I've got the number one miracle in a bottle to 
burn your fat. It's Raspberry Ketone. And weight loss expert, Lisa Lynn, swears by this supplement for those 
with fat all over the bodies. And who want anything, will do anything to get rid of that fat.” [Oz Reviews 
Raspberry Ketone, accessed 7/20/22] (VIDEO) 
 
Oz: “How Much Would You Pay For A Pill That Takes Your Body Back 10 Years?...Could This Be The 
Miracle Pill To Stop Your Body’s Aging…It’s Every Woman’s Desire To Look Younger…Could 
Carnosine Actually Be The Fountain Of Youth?” “How much would you pay for a pill that takes your body 
back 10 years? It helps you stay energized, keeps your skin smooth and improves your eyesight. Could this be 
the miracle pill to stop your body's aging from the inside out...It's every woman's desire to look younger while 
living longer. And now, new research points to a revolutionary anti-aging breakthrough, Carnosine, that could 
help achieve that dream…Could Carnosine actually be the fountain of youth?” [Youtube, Kregg Kittelson, 
4/10/13] (VIDEO) DROPBOX 
 
Oz: “You Want To Look Younger, Feel More Energized And Boost Your Brain Power? You Can Do It All 
With One Miracle Pill.”  “You want to look younger, feel more energized and boost your brain power? You 
can do it all with one miracle pill. It's made from the schisandra berry. Medicine hunter Chris Kilham is here to 
tell us why this natural anti-ager can make every woman look and feel years younger.” [Youtube, Schizandra 
Miracle, 5/20/14] (VIDEO) DROPBOX 
 
Oz: “You May Think Magic Is Make Believe, But This Little Bean Has Scientists Saying They Found The 
Magic Weight Loss Cure For Every Body Type…The Miracle Pill Can Burn Fat Fast.” “You may think 
magic is make believe, but this little bean has scientists saying they found the magic weight loss cure for every 
body type. It's green coffee beans and when turned into a supplement, this miracle pill can burn fat fast. For 
anyone who wants to lose weight, this is very exciting and it's breaking news.” [Youtube, Kryza, 7/21/13] 
(VIDEO) DROPBOX 
 
OZ HAS UP TO $1.4 MILLION INVESTED IN BIG DRUG COMPANIES - INCLUDING THOSE THAT 
ALLEGEDLY JACKED UP PRICES ON INSULIN AND PROFITED OFF OF PATIENTS BY PUSHING 
OPIOIDS IN PENNSYLVANIA AND MAKING THE ADDICTION CRISIS WORSE 
 
OZ HAS MORE THAN ONE MILLION DOLLARS INVESTED IN BIG PHARMA 
 
ABC News: “Despite Railing Against Big Tech And Big Pharma, Records Show Dr. Oz Has Invested 
Millions In Both” [ABC News, 4/08/22] 
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ABC News Reported That Oz Has Up To $1.4 Million Invested In The Pharmaceutical Industry. “Oz and 
his wife also have between $615,000 and $1.3 million in shares of Thermo Fisher Scientific, between $15,001 
and $50,000 in Johnson & Johnson, and between $50,001 and $100,000 each in CVS and the pharmaceutical 
company AbbVie.” [ABC News, 4/08/22] 
 
OZ’S INVESTMENTS INCLUDE COMPANIES BLAMED FOR SKYROCKITING INSULIN COSTS AND 
PENNSYLVANIA’S OPIOID CRISIS  
 
OZ WAS INVESTED IN COMPANIES BLAMED FOR SKYROCKETING INSULIN COSTS 
 
April 2022: Oz Reported Having Between $331,005 And $715,000 Invested In Pharmacy Benefit 
Managers, Including Cigna, UnitedHealth, And CVS. 
 
Asset Asset Type Owner Value 
CI - Cigna Corporation Common Stock Corporate Securities 

Stock 
Joint $1,001 - 

$15,000 
UNH - UnitedHealth Group Incorporated Common 
Stock (DE) 

Corporate Securities 
Stock 

Joint $15,001 - 
$50,000 

UNH - UnitedHealth Group Incorporated Common 
Stock (DE) 

Corporate Securities 
Stock 

Joint $15,001 - 
$50,000 

CVS - CVS Health Corporation Common Stock Corporate Securities 
Stock 

Joint $50,001 - 
$100,000 

UNH - UnitedHealth Group Incorporated Common 
Stock (DE) 

Corporate Securities 
Stock 

Joint $250,001- 
$500,000 

[Oz Personal Financial Disclosure, 4/6/22] 
 
Salon: “A Personal Financial Disclosure Filed By Oz's Campaign In April Shows That He Stands To 
Profit From Investments In The Exact Companies He Blamed For Causing The [Insulin] Price 
Increases” – CVS Health, UnitedHealth, And Cigna. “But a personal financial disclosure filed by Oz's 
campaign in April shows that he stands to profit from investments in the exact companies he blamed for 
causing the price increases. The disclosure showed that Oz has invested between $280,000 and $600,000 in 
UnitedHealth and another $50,000 to $100,000 in CVS Health. He also has between $1,000 and $15,000 in 
Cigna stock.” [Salon, 6/17/22] 
 
• 2018: Fierce Healthcare: Cigna Purchased Pharmacy Benefit Manager Express Scripts, Joining 

“CVS [And] UnitedHealth” Among “The Primary Vertically Integrated Powerhouses In The 
Insurance Industry.” “Cigna officially absorbed one of the largest pharmacy benefit managers in the 
country on Thursday, closing its $67 billion purchase of Express Scripts. The acquisition gives Cigna 
significant leverage in a market in which insurers are increasingly partnering, acquiring or being bought by 
PBMs. With Express Scripts under its wing, Cigna joins CVS, UnitedHealth and Humana and Anthem as 
the primary vertically integrated powerhouses in the insurance industry.” [Fiece Healthcare, 12/20/18] 

 
HEADLINE: “Dr. Oz Invests Up To $715,000 In Companies He Blames For Skyrocketing Insulin Costs.” 
[Salon, 6/17/22] 
 
Salon: Mehmet Oz “Specifically Blamed Pharmacy Benefit Managers For The Rising Cost” Of Insulin, 
Pointing To CVS, Express Scripts, And UnitedHealth. “Oz, who went so far as to recommend that patients 
buy their insulin from Canadian pharmacies to access lower prices — a common but quasi-legal practice — 
also specifically blamed pharmacy benefits managers for the rising cost. ‘Why have prices gone up so steeply? 
Experts say it's a result of inadequately designed insurance coverage in both private insurance and Medicare, 
and alleged price-fixing by pharmaceutical companies. Another source of trouble: the rebate system. It 
provides incentives for middlemen — pharmacy benefit managers such as CVS, Express Scripts, and 
UnitedHealth's Optum — to accept high-priced drugs and not pass available savings on to consumers,’ Oz and 
Rozien wrote in the Newsmax op-ed. In a separate syndicated column published in 2019, the two reiterated 
that ‘a lot of the blame rests with middle-level distributors, not just Big Pharma.’” [Salon, 6/17/22] 
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• 2019: Oz Syndicated Column Said Insulin Prices Went Up Because Pharmacy Managers Such As 

CVS And UnitedHealth Were Incentivized By The Rebate System To Accept High-Priced Drugs.  
“Globally, three companies dominate the insulin market, and all of them have raised their prices 
dramatically. In 1996, the original price of Humalog was $21 a vial; it is now $275. Why have prices gone 
up so steeply? Experts say it's a result of inadequately designed insurance coverage in both private 
insurance and Medicare, and alleged price-fixing by pharmaceutical companies. Another source of trouble: 
the rebate system. It provides incentives for middlemen — pharmacy benefit managers such as CVS, 
Express Scripts, and UnitedHealth's Optum — to accept high-priced drugs and not pass available savings 
on to consumers.” [Newsmax, Oz And Roizen Op-Ed, 5/23/19] 

 
• 2019: Oz Syndicated Column: “A Lot Of The Blame Rests With Middle-Level Distributors.” “DEAR 

DOCS: Is there any way for me to bring down the cost of my insulin? It’s really gotten out of control and I’m 
on a fixed income. — Jenny F., Tampa, Fla. DEAR JENNY: The short answer is maybe. The cost of insulin 
in the U.S. has tripled from 2002 to 2013, and a lot of the blame rests with middle-level distributors, not just 
Big Pharma. There are patient assist programs (PAPs) from insulin-producing pharmaceutical companies 
like Lilly and Novo Nordisk that are worthwhile, but you have to take the initiative, and not everyone 
qualifies. You can access these from each company’s website.” [Union Leader, Oz And Roizen Op-Ed, 
2/16/19] 

 
OZ INVESTED IN PRESCRIPTION PAINKILLER COMPANIES THAT WERE SOME OF THE LARGEST 
DISTRIBUTORS TO PA OR WERE SUBJECT TO BILLIONS IN SETTLEMENTS 
 
2022: OZ INVESTED $65,002-$150,000 IN PRESCRIPTION PAINKILLER DISTRIBUTORS, MCKESSON 
AND CVS, AND EARNED $51,002-$102,500 FROM THOSE INVESTMENTS  
 
2022: Oz Invested Between $65,002 And $150,000 In Prescription Painkiller Distributors And Reported 
Receiving Income Between $51,002 And $102,500 From Those Investments. 
Oz’s Holdings in Prescription Pain Killers Distributed To Pennsylvania 
Company Asset Type Value Income 
McKesson Corporation 
Common Stock 

Corporate 
Securities 
Stock 

$15,001 - 
$50,000 

$50,001 - $100,000 

CVS Health 
Corporation  

Corporate 
Securities Stock 

$50,001-
$100,000 

$1,001-$2,500 

 Total: $65,002-
$150,000 

$51,002-$102,500 

[EFDSearch.Senate.Gov, Mehmet Oz Financial Disclosure, Filed 4/6/22] 
 
2006-2014: MCKESSON AND CVS WERE TWO OF THE FOUR LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF 
PRESCRIPTION PAINKILLERS TO PA, ACCOUNTING FOR 33% OF TOTAL PILLS  
 
HEADLINE: Washington Post: “The Opioid Files: Drilling Into The DEA’s Pain Pill Database.” 
[Washington Post, Updated 1/17/20] 
 
The Washington Post Analyzed Shipments Of Prescription Painkillers Within The DEA’s Database, 
Accounting For Three-Quarters Of The Total Opioid Pill Shipments To Pharmacies That Fueled That 
Opioid Epidemic. “The Washington Post sifted through nearly 500 million transactions from 2006 through 
2014 that are detailed in the DEA’s database and analyzed shipments of oxycodone and hydrocodone pills, 
which account for three-quarters of the total opioid pill shipments to pharmacies. The Post is making this data 
available at the county and state levels in order to help the public understand the impact of years of 
prescription pill shipments on their communities. These records provide an unprecedented look at the surge of 
legal pain pills that fueled the prescription opioid epidemic, which resulted in nearly 130,000 deaths during the 
nine-year time frame ending in 2014.  A county-level analysis of the cumulative data shows where the most 
oxycodone and hydrocodone pills were distributed across the country over that time: more than 100 billion in 
all.” [Washington Post, Updated 1/17/20] 

https://www.newsmax.com/health/dr-oz/insulin-undercover-diabetes/2019/05/23/id/917385/
https://www.unionleader.com/news/health/drs-oz-roizen-assistance-programs-might-help-with-out-of-control-insulin-prices/article_f4d5c75a-9e75-53ee-aee6-5d22f15af2dd.html
https://efdsearch.senate.gov/search/view/annual/e07e5827-852f-4e61-b1ad-aeb6536964b2/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/dea-pain-pill-database/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/dea-pain-pill-database/


  
2006-2014: Two Of The Four Largest Distributors Of Prescription Painkillers To Pennsylvania Were 
McKesson Corporation, With $1,010,115,520 Pills, And CVS, With 332,981,640. 
 

 
[Washington Post, Updated 1/17/20] 
 
2006-2014: McKesson Corporation And CVS Accounted For 33% Of The Total Prescription Pain Killers 
Distributed To Pennsylvania. 
McKesson And CVS Total Dosage Units Compared To Cumulative Total Distributed To PA, 2006-2014 
Buyer State Distributor Total Dosage Unit 
Pennsylvania McKesson Corporation 1,010,115,520 
Pennsylvania CVS 332,981,640 
Combined: 1,343,097,160 (32.79%) 
Cumulative Total: 4,095,163,060 

[Washington Post, Updated 1/17/20] 
 
OZ INVESTED $80,003-$200,000, EARNING $52,703-$106,000, IN COMPANIES THAT PAID UP TO TOTAL 
OF $14.7 BILLION IN OPIOID SETTLEMENTS  
 
2022: Oz Invested Between $80,003 And $200,000 In Prescription Painkiller Companies And Reported 
Receiving Income Between $52,703 And $106,000 From Those Investments. 
Oz’s Holdings in Prescription Painkiller Companies  
Company Asset Type Value Income 
McKesson Corporation 
Common Stock 

Corporate Securities 
Stock 

$15,001 - 
$50,000 

$50,001 - 
$100,000 

AbbVie Inc. Common 
Stock 

Corporate Securities 
Stock 

$50,001 - 
$100,000 

$2,501 - $5,000 

Johnson & Johnson 
Common Stock 

Corporate Securities 
Stock 

$15,001 - 
$50,000 

$201 - $1,000 

 Total: $80,003-
$200,000 

$52,703-
$106,000 

[EFDSearch.Senate.Gov, Mehmet Oz Financial Disclosure, Filed 4/6/22] 
 
AbbVie Manufactured Opioids. “Drugmaker AbbVie on Friday said it has agreed in principle to pay more than 
$2 billion to settle thousands of lawsuits related to the marketing of opioids by Allergan, a former opioid 
manufacturer that has since been bought by AbbVie.  The complete terms of the settlement have not yet been 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/dea-pain-pill-database/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/dea-pain-pill-database/
https://efdsearch.senate.gov/search/view/annual/e07e5827-852f-4e61-b1ad-aeb6536964b2/


finalized, and a bipartisan group of state attorneys general said precise state allocations have yet to be 
announced.” [The Hill, 7/29/22] 
 
MCKESSON, ABBVIE, AND JOHNSON & JOHNSON PAID A TOTAL OF $14.7 BILLION TO SETTLE 
NATIONWIDE LAWSUITS ABOUT INVOLVEMENT IN FUELING OPIOID CRISIS  
 
MCKESSON CONTRIBUTED $7.4 BILLION TO SETTLE OPIOID LAWSUITS  
 
Feb. 2022: McKesson Was One Of The Big Three Distributors That Agreed To Finalize A $21 Billion 
Opioid Settlement Agreement To Resolve Their Liabilities In Opioid Crisis-Related Suits Nationwide. 
“[U. ‘Global Settlement Amount.’ The Global Settlement Amount is $21 billion, which shall be divided into the 
Global Settlement Abatement Amount, the Additional Restitution Amount, and the Global Settlement Attorney 
Fee Amount. […] SS. ‘Opioid Remediation.’ Care, treatment, and other programs and expenditures (including 
reimbursement for past such programs or expenditures1  except where this Agreement restricts the use of 
funds solely to future Opioid Remediation) designed to (1) address the misuse and abuse of opioid products, 
(2) treat or mitigate opioid use or related disorders, or (3) mitigate other alleged effects of, including on those 
injured as a result of, the opioid epidemic. Exhibit E provides a non-exhaustive list of expenditures that qualify 
as being paid for Opioid Remediation. Qualifying expenditures may include reasonable related administrative 
expenses. TT. ‘Opioid Tax.’ Any tax, assessment, license fee, surcharge or any other fee (other than a fixed 
prospective excise tax or similar tax or fee that has no restriction on pass-through) imposed by a State on a 
Settling Distributor on the sale, transfer or distribution of opioid products; provided, however, that neither the 
Excise Tax on sale of Opioids, Article 20-D of New York’s Tax Law nor the Opioid Stewardship Act, Article 33, 
Title 2-A of New York’s Public Health Law shall be considered an Opioid Tax for purposes of this Agreement. 
[…] ‘Settling Distributors.’ McKesson Corporation, Cardinal Health, Inc., and AmerisourceBergen Corporation 
(each, a ‘Settling Distributor’).” [AttorneyGeneral.gov, Distributor Settlement Agreement, 7/21/21] 
 
McKesson Corporation Announced They Contributed $7.4 Billion To The Settle The Vast Majority Of 
The Opioid Lawsuits Filed By State And Local Governmental Entities. “CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. & 
DUBLIN, Ohio & IRVING, Texas, Feb. 25, 2022 — (BUSINESS WIRE)-- AmerisourceBergen (NYSE: ABC), 
Cardinal Health (NYSE: CAH) and McKesson (NYSE: MCK) announced today that each company has 
independently determined that there is sufficient participation by states and litigating political subdivisions to 
proceed with a comprehensive agreement to settle the vast majority of the opioid lawsuits filed by state and 
local governmental entities.  The companies have previously disclosed that 46 of 49 eligible states, as well as 
the District of Columbia and all eligible territories, have agreed to join the settlement. As of Feb. 25, 2022, 
more than 90 percent of eligible political subdivisions that have brought opioid-related suits against the 
companies, as calculated by population under the agreement, have agreed to participate in the settlement or 
have had their claims addressed by state legislation.  The settlement will provide thousands of communities 
across the United States with up to approximately $19.5 billion over 18 years. The three distributors will also 
implement injunctive relief terms, including establishing a clearinghouse that consolidates data from all three 
distributors. This data will be available to all settling states and territories to use as part of their anti-diversion 
efforts.  While the companies continue to strongly dispute the allegations made against them, they believe that 
the implementation of this settlement is a key milestone toward achieving broad resolution of governmental 
opioid claims and delivering meaningful relief to communities across the United States that have been 
impacted by the opioid epidemic.  The companies would be responsible for up to approximately the following 
contributions, payable over 18 years:  AmerisourceBergen: $6.1 billion Cardinal Health: $6.0 billion McKesson: 
$7.4 billion.” [McKesson.com, Press Release, 2/25/22] 
 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON PAID $5 BILLION TO SETTLE OPIOID LAWSUITS  
 
HEADLINE: NPR: “4 U.S. Companies Will Pay $26 Billion To Settle Claims They Fueled The Opioid 
Crisis.” [NPR, 2/25/22] 
 
Johnson & Johnson Agreed To Pay $5 Billion To Settle Nationwide Lawsuits Linked To Claims That 
Their Business Practices Helped Fueled The Deadly Opioid Crisis. “Four of the largest U.S. corporations 
have agreed to pay roughly $26 billion to settle a tsunami of lawsuits linked to claims that their business 
practices helped fuel the deadly opioid crisis.  Johnson & Johnson, the consumer products and health giant 

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3579808-allergan-reaches-tentative-2-37-billion-settlement-on-opioid-marketing-lawsuits/
https://www.attorneygeneral.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2021-07-21-Final-Distributor-Settlement-Agreement.pdf
https://www.mckesson.com/About-McKesson/Newsroom/Press-Releases/2022/Distributors-Approve-Opioid-Settlement-Agreement/
https://www.npr.org/2022/02/25/1082901958/opioid-settlement-johnson-26-billion


that manufactured generic opioid medications, will contribute $5 billion to the settlement.  The company 
announced in 2020 it would get out of the prescription opioid business in the U.S. altogether.  Three massive 
drug wholesalers — AmerisourceBergen, Cardinal Health and McKesson — will pay a combined $21 
billion.  […] In all, 46 states and roughly 90% of eligible local governments have signed on to the deal, 
according to the companies' assessment.  In a separate statement, Johnson & Johnson said its contribution to 
the deal would ‘directly support state and local efforts to make meaningful progress in addressing the opioid 
crisis.’” [NPR, 2/25/22] 
 
ABBVIE PAID UP TO $2.37 BILLION TO RESOLVE OPIOID LAWSUITS 
 
HEADLINE: Reuters: “Abbvie To Pay Up To $2.37 Billion To Settle U.S. Opioid Claims.” [Reuters, 
7/29/22] 
 
AbbVie Inc. Agreed To Pay Up To $2.37 Billion To Resolved Thousands Of U.S. Lawsuits Against Its 
Allergan Unit Over The Marketing Of Opioid Painkillers. “AbbVie Inc (ABBV.N) has agreed to pay up to 
$2.37 billion to resolve thousands of U.S. lawsuits against its Allergan unit over the marketing of opioid 
painkillers, state officials announced on Friday.  If finalized, the deal could end more than 3,000 lawsuits by 
state and local governments around the country. It includes settlements the drugmaker has already reached 
with states, including $200 million for New York. ‘We've worked hard to get the best result for Americans 
harmed by the opioid crisis, and it's rewarding to take another step in the right direction,’ Iowa Attorney 
General Tom Miller, who led negotiations with the company, said in a statement. AbbVie, which has denied 
wrongdoing, did not immediately respond to a request for comment. Its stock was down 6% late Friday 
morning, following an earnings report that incuded a $2.2 billion charge related to the opioid deal.” [Reuters, 
7/29/22] 
 
  

https://www.npr.org/2022/02/25/1082901958/opioid-settlement-johnson-26-billion
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/abbvie-sets-aside-2-bln-settle-us-opioid-claims-2022-07-29/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/abbvie-sets-aside-2-bln-settle-us-opioid-claims-2022-07-29/


Voters in the Philadelphia media market should hear about Oz’s position on abortion. Oz’s position 
speaks for itself, more than his own words on the issue. He supported the Supreme Court's decision to 
overturn Roe versus Wade – which lets politicians make abortion illegal, even without exceptions for 
rape, incest, or the life of the mother, and lock up doctors who perform them. 
 
OZ SUPPORTED OVERTURNING ROE V WADE WHICH ALLOWS POLITICANS TO MAKE ABORTIONS 
ILLEGAL 
 
OZ CELEBRATED OVERTURNING ROE V WADE 
 
Oz Celebrated A Report That The Supreme Court Planned To Strike Down Roe v. Wade And Said He 
Looked Forward To “Supporting Pro-Life Legislation” In The U.S. Senate.  “The Court is right. Roe was 
wrongly decided. Abortion laws should be left up to the American people and their elected representatives. I 
look forward to supporting pro-life legislation that saves innocent lives in the U.S. Senate.” [Twitter, DrOz, 
5/3/22] 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/droz/status/1521493490449928193?s=21&t=XhVx1RCr9zgj_gmyYpzcGA
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